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The 
Bike 
TEST

With triathlon still exploding in terms 
of popularity, most manufacturers are now 
devoting a lot of time to developing the 
fastest, most aerodynamic bike possible. 
Triathlon also lets designers take their ideas 
to extremes that conforming to the more 
conservative bike regulations of the UCI 
pro cycling circuit does not allow. Cue brake 
fairings, nose cones and water bottles that 
are more about dropping drag coefficient 
than delivering drink. Their aim is to use 
every watt your legs can generate to get 
you as far as possible, as fast as possible 
– and that’s fine if you’re a pro athlete, 
but how hard are these bikes to live with 
if you’re a mere mortal in terms of riding 
and wrenching skills? We blasted four of 
the fastest bikes in the world round flat-
out Strava loops, hilly routes and winding 
descents on windy days through a freezing 
late winter to see how these speed freaks 
coped with life in the real world.

radical rides
They work superbly in The wind Tunnel, buT whaT 
are These slippery desiGns acTually like To ride? 
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Bikes on test

tech talk
 Bayonet fork 
A fork that extends up in front of 
the headtube to create a deeper, 
more aerodynamic front section.

 Di2 TT/Tri 
Shimano’s electrically operated 
shifting system designed 
specifically for aerobar use.

 Integrated stem 
Dedicated handlebar stem that’s 
built into the top of the fork.

 V-brakes 
Brakes with two separate 
parallel arms mounted directly 
to the frame/fork and operated 
by a side-pull cable.

 Wheelhugger 
A cut-out or shaped seat tube 
that follows the curve of the rear 
wheel to smooth the flow of air.

 CerVÉLo P5 Three   £3,499.99

 isaaC mUon   £4,880

 WiLier TWin BLade   £3,699 (frameset)

 BmC Tm01   £8,499

radical rides
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 C
ervélo has been the 
undisputed 
champion of the 
Kona bike count for 
years, and its 

‘fastest bike ever’ is high on 
the must-have list of many 
triathletes. Unfortunately 
the UCI illegal version – the 
P5 Tri – is as rare as hen’s 
teeth, even for those with 
£4,999.99 spare, so we 
tested the currently more 
available ‘conventional’ P5.

Frame and Forks
While it might not have the 
bearded 6:1 depth to width 
ratio fork that upsets the road 
rulemakers so much, or 
Magura’s hydraulic brakes and 
the dedicated 3T aerobar as 
standard, the P5 Three is 
certainly still a radical 

secure the almost vertical 
seatpost. While posts and 
brakes differ, the super deep 
asymmetric chainstays and 
slim wing seatstays are the 
same on both frames. 

Both apparently use 
elements of the Comfort Ply 
vibration-reducing carbon 
weave of the R5 road frame to 
isolate the rider from road 
sting and Cervélo also offers 
the widest range of frame 
sizes. Even allowing for 
internal cabling and a 172g 
rear brake, we can see why 
Cervélo has been reticent 
about revealing the extremely 
high 1,800g frame weight, 
although it is offset by a very 
light fork.

The kiT
While Cervélo has certainly 
done its work in the wind 
tunnel, the P5 has been 
designed to be as versatile in 
kit terms as possible. For 
example, while the Tri version 
is supplied with a dedicated 
aerobar, both bikes use a 
conventional 1.125in steerer 
tube that allows you to attach 
any stem and aerobar you 
want. The brake mounts are 
conventional rather than 
V-brake or integrated specific 
too, and there’s space for up  
to 27mm wide rims without 
cutting down your brand new 
brake pads. 

The internal rear brake 
cabling is smooth and straight 
to keep the lever feel clean. 
The same applies to gear 
routing, although our build 
came wired with Shimano 
Di2. If you’ve got the budget 
we’d definitely go digital, as 
the ability to shift perfectly 
from horns or extensions puts 
Di2 in a different class to 
cable systems when it comes 
to fuss-free gearing and 
positional efficiency.

To keep our testing as fair as 
possible, we also swapped the 
deep-section Profile Design 
front wheel and disc our bike 
was supplied with for a pair of 
Zipp 808s, which is the 
wheelset that Cervélo 

machine. The head tube is still 
super deep even without a 
fairing up front. The forward 
sloping edge to the seat tube 
section takes the ratio rules to 
the limit too, running parallel 
to the deep down tube. The 
lower down tube joins the seat 
tube above the level of the 
chainring to create a really 
deep section above the 
BBright multi-axle compatible 
press-fit bottom bracket. 

In fact, even before you add 
the various aftermarket 
storage boxes available, there’s 
already little space left inside 
the main triangle for wind to 
get through and mess up 
airflow. Cervélo’s much-copied 
wheel-wrapping curved 
TrueAero seat tube gets a fin to 
feed air cleanly on to the top of 
the rear tyre, while twin bolts 

originally designed the  
bike around. 

The ride
While it’s forgiving in terms of 
what componentry it’ll let you 
use, there’s absolutely no 
forgiveness in the P5’s ride. 
The first ride out was done 
with a rushed cockpit and 
seating set-up, and we came 
home feeling like we’d ridden 
through a dry stone wall.  
Even when it felt like a bag of 
hammers it still clocked a test 
stretch PB though, so we set 

 Cervélo 

 P5 Three
£3,499.99
madison.co.uk

there’s no doubting the speed intentions 
here, but will the Cervélo’s stiffness 
get the better of the testers?
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The UCI-legal P5 version gets a 
shallower Cervélo seatpost with an 
infinite sliding rail top

The UCI-legal bike gets a standard ‘in the 
wind’ front brake instead of the shrouded, 
hydraulic Magura of the Tri version

The Di2 battery is kept inside a hidden 
compartment on the down tube to 
minimise drag
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the p5 is one of the fastest bikes 
we’ve ever ridden, but at a 
significant comfort and 
confident cornering cost

V
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iC
t Performance

Value
oVerall

Aerodynamic, brutally stiff frame 
that’s just jaw droppingly fast

Frame stiffness means only 
hardcore speed freaks need apply 

Excellent conventional component 
and storage option versatility 

Flexy fork means climbing brake rub 
and soft cornering 
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sabout giving the bike the 

respect it deserved before our 
subsequent test rides. Even 
when the position is perfect, 
the P5 is a stripped-out bucket 
seat and big-bore exhaust 
rally-car-style ride. 

If the Comfort Ply softening 
in the structure is doing 
anything, we dread to think 
what the P5 would be like 
without it. Whether you’re on 
the horns out of the saddle or 
flat-backed and flat out, 
there’s no sense of any filter 
between you and the road. 

Any holes you don’t dodge will 
knock the stuffing out of you. 
Kick too hard out of the saddle 
and the back end will jump 
and jar. It really accentuates 
any post-swim ache in your 
shoulders too, despite the fact 
that the skinny forks are 
noticeably soft sideways when 
it comes to hard cornering or 
out-of-the-saddle wheel rub. 

The reward for gritting your 
teeth and grabbing the P5 by 
the horns is probably the most 
ferociously focused speed 
we’ve ever experienced. Our 

test rides left us aching, but 
they also left us with a string 
of beaten Strava PBs. 

We’re not talking an easy 
cruise to victory though, but  
a screaming death-or-glory 
charge that the P5 inspired in 
us. In fact the sheer amount  
of clatter and roar that 
accompanied our record runs 
actually made it feel slower 
than the other bikes on test, 
but head-to-head or on the 
stopwatch there was no 
doubting the sheer speed of 
this beast on the road.
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 “The reward for gritting your teeth and grabbing 
 the P5 by the horns is probably the most 

 ferociously focused speed we’ve ever experienced”
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 T
hIs ITalIan 
wind-cheater uses 
a unique Twin 
Blade fork and 
smoothly flowing 

lines to create possibly the 
most charismatic but still 
rapaciously rapid aero bike 
we’ve ever had the pleasure 
of riding.

Frame and Forks
As the name suggests, it’s the 
unique Twin Blade fork that 
dominates Wilier’s very fast 
chassis. Extending the fork 
legs up in front of the head 
tube is at odds with every 
other manufacturer’s attempt 
to make the head tube frontal 
aspect as small as possible, 
but Wilier says it’s all about 
managing airflow. Rather 
than the air bulging out 
around the front of the frame, 

a multi-position top clamp 
with internal ‘V’ wedges 
holding it in place for minimal 
windflow disturbance. The 
top of the deep-bladed 
seatstays are spaced apart 
with big side bulges to give 
them a similarly wide stance 
to the front forks for cleaner 
airflow. Super deep chainstay 
‘thighs’ mount the rear TRP 
brakes underneath, behind a 
BB spoiler. 

The horizontal dropouts 
allow fast and easy wheel 
insertion but can be unbolted 
and slid backwards and 
forwards 6mm to accurately 
set tyre clearance against the 
curved wheelhugger. The 
front mech mount can also  
be unbolted and rotated from 
the far side to give ideal 
alignment with different 
chainring sizes. It’s fully 
plumbed for Di2 wiring too, 
although placing the battery 
mounting point on the lower 
down tube – rather than 
internally – is disappointing.  

The kiT
Our sample chassis was built 
up with a suitably aspirational 
component banquet for a bike 
of this calibre. The gearing is 
Dura-Ace 7900 10-speed, but 
this time we’re dealing with 
the conventional cable 
version, which feels positively 
archaic and surprisingly 
awkward to use compared 
with push button electrics, 
and the Zipp 808 tub wheels 
are the older, narrower pre- 
Firecrest type too. However, 
you can specify which parts 
you want on your frame 
according to your budget. 

The ride
It’s a tribute to the Wilier that 
despite ‘primitive’ feeling bar 
shifters and last-generation 
wheels, it still oozes the kind 
of decorum, class and sheer 
quality that most aero bikes 
could only dream of. Trying  
to attach some kind of 
analytical, statistical or 
geometry-based reasoning to 
this sublime sensation is damn 
near impossible, but every test 

the twin fork legs – or flow 
stabilisers – guide wind 
smoothly past the front end. A 
twin bar clamp section then 
bolts into the top of the legs 
for a very direct and accurate 
steering set-up. 

The extra wide stance also 
means maximum possible 
clearance between rim and 
fork leg, which Wilier says  
is the best way to reduce 
turbulence around the tyre. 
The super deep fork legs also 
blend into the rear mounted 
V-brakes to minimise drag, 
although side piping the cable 
up the outside of the head 
tube certainly isn’t the neatest 
cabling solution we’ve seen. 

The main tubes use 
conventional deep oval 
profiles with a thin strip of 
blunt back edge to form a 
virtual tail. The seat mast gets 

rider who rode the Twin Blade 
was positively rapturous. 
Obviously having two of the 
most brutally stiff and focused 
aero bikes available as test 
companions turns up the 
contrast to a higher degree 
than usual, but the Wilier is 
no wilting willow itself. 

As you might expect, the 
direct fork-mounted 
handlebar is extremely stiff 
and borderline palm bruising 
on rough road surfaces, and 
it’s a tribute to the Wilier/
Vision collaboration cockpit 

 Wilier  

 Twin blade
£3,699 (frameset)
wilierbikes.com

effeCtive aerodynamiCs, sublime ride 
quality and an easy turn of speed – is 
there anything this bike Can’t do?
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The luxurious yet performance poised 
charisma of the Wilier puts it with other 
Italian icons like Ferrari and Ducati

Super-deep chainstay ‘thighs’ mount 
the rear brakes underneath, behind a 
bottom bracket spoiler

The Twin Blade gives the Wilier its 
name, unique aerodynamics and a 
precise steering and stomping feel 
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 “The Twin Blade had no trouble pegging 
 the pace of any of the other superbikes 

 here over shorter, flat-out test loops” 

the wilier offers sublime ride 
quality and is a properly 
pleasurable experience, however 
hard you’re pushing your pb

V
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iC
t Performance

Value
oVerall

Distinctive but effective 
aerodynamics with powerful drive

Gear configuration isn’t as neat as 
the other bikes here

Sublimely poised ride feel that gets 
better the longer you ride

Cockpit adjustment options are 
relatively limited
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sthat comfort in an aero tuck is 

as good as it is. Despite a 
conventional rather than soft 
snouted saddle, the long-haul 
comfort of the rear end is 
impressive. This promotes a 
naturally smoother, more 
flowing pedal spin than the 
staccato chatter coming 
through the Cervélo (and to a 
lesser extent, the BMC). It’s 
also happy to cruise at a 
quietly efficient pace rather 
than continually nagging you 
to nudge the pace upwards, 
and our rides were generally 

characterised by a grin rather 
than a grimace. 

There’s enough compliance 
to keep the rear wheel glued 
down on climbs too, where 
the reduced weight of the 
non-electric transmission also 
gives it a slight gram count 
advantage. While getting each 
gear is progressively more 
awkward, the way it spins 
seemingly effortlessly down 
the block before heaving into 
the big ring and lighting the 
afterburners means shifting is 
the only part of acceleration 

that feels like a bit of a chore. 
Once up to speed, the Twin 
Blade had no trouble pegging 
the pace of any of the other 
superbikes here over shorter, 
flat-out test loops. 

The longer we rode it, the 
more the forgiving ride left us 
fresh and ready to take the 
fight to the clock in the final 
furlongs. On race simulation 
rides, it also delivered us to 
the start of the run in a 
relaxed and ready – rather 
than ravaged – state, making 
it an ideal Ironman partner.
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 D
UTCh fIRM Isaac 
has certainly 
delivered a 
distinctive 
looking and 

focused aero alternative to 
the established elite. Does it 
put the negative spin on 
your bike splits that its 
name suggests though?

Frame and Forks
The Muon frame isn’t brand 
new, but you wouldn’t realise 
that immediately by looking 
at it. The deep triangular 
tapered forks sync into a 
cut-out in the down tube, 
and the whole frame uses 
geometric triangular and kite-
shaped aero sections rather 
than smooth teardrops. The 
head tube is kept short for a 
low position while the big 
hunchback top tube has a 
rubber plug for the vertically 

clearance. The front brake is 
conventionally front mounted 
on the fork, while the rear 
brake cable loops out from the 
down tube into a bolt-on mast 
ahead of the unmasked 
U-brake mounted under the 
chainset. It’s not the most aero 
method of attaching anchors, 
but it’s a blessing in terms of 
braking control, maintenance 
and easy fat wheel fi t. The 
powerfully built frame isn’t 
light, though.

The kiT
Isaac supplies the Muon in 
various complete bike 
formats, or you can go down 
the à la carte route as we did 
with our sample. The new 
generation, conventionally 
cabled 11-speed Dura-Ace 
helped drop the overall bike 
weight to a competitive level, 
but we really missed the cow 
horn shift capability when 
swapping over from the Di2 
bikes on test. The Vision tri-
bars also caused distributors 
Jungle some set-up issues but 
they felt great once they were 
on, and for once the extension 
length wasn’t baboon specifi c 
if left uncut. Vision’s fl exible 
armrest plates are always a 
welcome sight on fi rmly 
focused rides like the Muon 
too. In contrast, the big broad 
Isaac box stem might not have 
helped comfort but it was a 
vital link in the precise and 
well-balanced handling 
character of the bike.

While most manufacturers 
list wider cassette compliant 
11-speed compatibility, actual 
availability is still proving an 
issue. That meant the Isaac 
ended up rolling on the light, 
responsive and very precise 
feeling DT Swiss Dicut wheels 
that we reviewed in full for 
Brand New Kit last issue. 

The ride
As it turns out, the wheels 
weren’t just a great aesthetic 
match to the Muon but they 
also provided a very good 
parallel for its overall 
character. The acceleration-
aiding low weight and high-

inserted gear and rear brake 
cable routing. The top tube is 
aggressively triangulated and 
tapered to blend into the 
geometric seat tube with 
wheelhugger cut-out. 

The similarly profi led 
seatpost comes in two 
versions, depending on use. 
The Type A triathlon version 
we tested gets a forward fl are 
at the top, as well as a sliding 
rail for the saddle clamp to 
allow very aggressive forward 
seat positioning, while the 
Type B version reverses the 
top for conventional time 
trial positioning. The press-
fi t bottom bracket is 
asymmetrically shaped for 
maximum stiffness, with 
super deep chainstays taking 
your torque to the rear wheel. 

The replaceable horizontal 
slotted dropouts also let you 
fi ne-tune tyre to frame 

tension direct-pull spoking 
helped offset the heavy frame 
weight of the Isaac, and meant 
there was no loss of punchy 
power delivery pulsing down 
the big chainstays with every 
press of the pedals. 

The big stem and fi rm bars 
mean you’ll have no trouble 
recruiting your shoulders into 
any climbing or corner-exit 
stomp either. In fact you’ll 
have to feather your ferocity 
occasionally to keep the rear 
tyre connected. While it 
responds to the spurs when 

isaac 

 mUOn
£4,880
evanscycles.com
however hard we rode, the muon stayed 
stable and Confident throughout the 
Corners and was an impressive ride
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The flared-top seatpost comes in 
forward slope triathlon and rearward 
kinked time trial versions

The hunchbacked top tube and chunky 
stem keep your position low and give 
superbly precise and confident handling

The latest Dura-Ace takes the gearing 
up to 11 via the DT Swiss Dicut wheels 
reviewed in last month’s issue
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 “Excellent handling and a surefooted 
 stability gave us confidence that never left us  

 however fiercely we span the pedals”

the powerful feel and excellent 
handling of the muon make it a 
great ride for skillful riders, but 
not as light or as fast as others 

V
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iC
t Performance

Value
oVerall

Distinctive looks, excellent 
handling, powerful feel

Heavier than expected frame that  
is also a bit too firm riding 

Great for riding low and aero; 
easily maintained brakes

Frame is not as aggressively aero as 
some of the others on test
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sneeded, it’s still a mount that 

tends to sit at a given speed 
– particularly on slight 
upward gradients – rather 
than gradually creeping faster 
and nudging for the next gear 
up as you get into your stride. 

Interestingly, despite its 
obvious drivetrain stiffness, 
the Muon always seemed to 
ride better being spun at a 
high cadence rather than 
crowbarred along in a big 
gear, but we’ll admit that 
we’re unsure why. One 
possibility is the absolutely 

excellent handling, which has 
a surefooted stability and 
assured authority that refused 
to get flustered however 
fiercely we spun the pedals. 

Having experienced some 
gusting and tramlining with 
the DT Swiss wheels on our 
default Scott Foil test bike, we 
were impressed with how 
obedient and well behaved 
the Muon made them feel. We 
certainly didn’t have any 
worries about reaching for 
gels or taking an aero tuck 
down sweeping descents, 

even in blustery, slightly 
sleety conditions that had us 
backing off on the less 
confident bikes in the test. 

The handling also helps to 
keep your mental fatigue in 
check over longer rides too, 
but that’s tempered by a 
decidedly firm ride quality 
that becomes more and  
more intrusive as the miles 
increase. It’s by no means as 
punishing as the P5, but it is 
enough to make you aware of 
the quality of your chamois on 
rough road surfaces.
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 o
ne of The world’s 
fastest frames 
matched with 
arguably the 
fastest wheels and 

the most efficient aero 
transmission makes the 
BMC a genuine time 
traveller. stiffness, steering 
and set-up awkwardness 
mean it’s certainly not a 
smart option for the 
fainthearted though.

Frame and Forks
If you’re a fan of shapely 
curves, look away now. From 
the integrated brake bayonet 
fork through to the 
thumbwheel adjuster-
equipped dropouts, the TM01 
is such a structural straight 
edger it looks like it was 
designed on an Etch-A-Sketch. 
Fans of retro toys will see a lot 

V-brake is buried in the wide 
stance fork with a plastic top 
shroud for minimal drag, 
while the rear brake hides 
under the chainstays. The 
thumbwheel adjusters in the 
horizontal dropouts ensure 
perfect wheel positioning in 
relation to the wheelhugger 
cut-out, which also hides the 
door to the Di2 battery 
compartment. The seatpost is 
secured with a hidden wedge 
inside the top tube too, 
creating a totally flush and 
clean clamp area. Allowing 
for the weight of the brakes, 
it’s also extremely light for an 
aero chassis.

As ingenious as it is, there 
are some practical issues with 
the TM01. Firstly, the bayonet 
fork gives such a restricted 
steering lock that you’ll have  
a fight turning round in a 
country lane. Not a big issue 
at race-speed perhaps, but 
potentially very embarrassing 
if you’re just pootling around. 
Secondly, that multi-segment 
stem relies on several bolts 
hidden deep beyond the reach 
of your average saddlebag 
multi-tool, so make sure you 
do them up damn tight before 
they shake loose and leave 
you bar-less. 

Finally, the rear brake is 
prone to staying slack and 
rubbing the rim on wider 
wheels unless you get the 
cable tension spot on.

The kiT
When the brakes are set up 
right they’re brilliant though, 
with huge amounts of power 
but enough feedback to keep 
you the right side of skidding 
once you’re used to them. The 
latest blunt-nosed, fat-bellied 
Firecrest profile Zipp 808 
tubular wheels are some of 
the best handling and 
blisteringly quick wheels 
available too. Appropriately 
rapid glue-on rubber comes 
from Continental. The FiZik 
saddle is remarkably 
comfortable considering its 
flat-top looks, and the Profile 
carbon cockpit offers masses 
of adjustment. 

of similarity between the 
multiple bolt-together 
segments of the integrated 
P2P stem and a Rubik’s Snake 
too. Despite the aggressively 
angular looks, this handlebar-
holding jigsaw puzzle is just 
one part of one of the most 
adjustable aero bikes around. 
Not only can the stem be 
configured in a massive 
variety of lengths and rises, 
but the seatpost offers 
multiple fore and aft saddle 
positions for aggressive 
triathlon or conventional time 
trial seat positions.

Wind tunnel testing is  
very evident in the Sub A 
aerodynamic tweaks too, 
including trip wire ledges for 
smoother overall airflow and 
truncated aerofoil sections on 
the seatpost, seat tube and 
down tube spine. The front 

The multiple instantaneous 
and immaculate shift options 
of Shimano’s Di2 gearing give 
a massive ratio response 
advantage on rolling courses. 
If you’re prepared to settle for 
the 10-speed Dura-Ace 2012 
version, rather than waiting 
for the 11-speed 2013 sets 
– and most manufacturers are 
reporting increasingly long 
waiting times – then you can 
currently grab a £1,000 saving 
on the list price of this 
no-expense-spared blistering 
speed machine.

BMC  

 Tm01
£8,499.99
evanscycles.com

the timemaChine tm01 is a radiCal 
looking bike, but is it really  
rapid to ride on the road?
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BMC have built the V-brakes into the 
face of the wide spaced fork legs for 
minimal airflow disturbance

The unique stem features rotatable, 
reversible and removable sections to 
create your perfect bar position

Off-the-peg componentry doesn’t get 
much better than digital Di2 and Zipp 
808 tubs
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the tm01 suits more experienced 
riders but this flagship version is 
one of the fastest off-the-peg 
aero bikes available

V
e

r
d

iC
t Performance

Value
oVerall

Efficient speed with a responsive, 
powerful and confident character

Definitely on the stiff and 
unforgiving side

Adjustable cockpit adds optimum 
positioning to serious aerodynamics

Limited steering lock, time-
consuming stem and brake set-up

C
o

n
s

P
r

o
sThe ride

Having ridden the bike last 
year, we already knew to be 
wary of the steering lock at 
slow speed and we knew 
what configuration of the 
stem worked best for us. It’s 
worth taking the time to play 
around with positioning if 
you’re starting from fresh, 
though. 

Find the sweet spot and the 
BMC makes its low-weight 
responsiveness clear straight 
from the off. Being able to 
shift instantly from the horns 

as you come out of corners, 
brake into them or stomp up 
climbs adds an extra element 
to the already extremely 
strong character of the BMC. 
Kicking hard, climbing fast 
and braking late doesn’t just 
save you precious seconds, it 
also has a very positive effect 
on rider morale. 

The stiff, well-balanced 
frame and fork and sweet-
handling wheels offer extra 
confidence on descents and in 
gusting conditions, although 
the TM01 is more prone to 

sideways shunting than some. 
The cutting-edge aero 
features and power delivery 
mean it holds a straight-line 
gear longer than you’d expect 
your legs and lungs to 
manage, and the highly 
adjustable position makes it 
easy to find the optimum 
aero/ergo balance, no matter 
what distance you’re riding. 
While it’s certainly stiff, the 
BMC is nowhere near as brutal 
as the P5 either, making it 
more suitable for longer-haul 
Ironman use.

radical tri rides
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 “The stiff, well-balanced frame and fork and 
 sweet-handling wheels mean extra confidence 

 on descents and in gusting conditions”
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GOLD
AWARD

the BiKe test sPeC sheet

Cervélo  
P5 Three
£3,499.99
madison.co.uk

Frame and Forks
size tested 54cm
sizes available (in cms) 48, 51, 54, 55, 58, 61 
Weight as tested 8.63kg (7.93kg with 808s)
Frame weight 1,997g (including rear brake and 
cabling)
Fork weight 370g
Frame p5 Three
Fork p5 Three full carbon

Transmission
Chainset shimano dura ace 7900 53/39T 
Bottom Bracket rotor bbright 
Cassette shimano dura ace 11-25T 
Chain shimano dura ace di2
derailleurs shimano dura ace di2 
shifters shimano sw-r671 di2

WheeLs
Front altair 80 carbon tub
rear disc carbon tub
Tyres contintental Gp TT tubulars 700x23c
Wheel weight 1,070g front / 1,860g rear

oTher ComPonenTs
stem profile Missile carbon
Bars profile Missile carbon
headset cervélo integrated
saddle selle san Marco
seatpost cervélo uci TT
Brakes shimano dura ace front, Tektro 
u brake rear

BMC 
Tm 01
£8,499.99
evanscycles.com

Frame and Forks
size tested M-l 
sizes available s, M-s, M-l, l 
Weight as tested 7.84kg
Frame weight 1,330g including brake
Fork weight 580g including brake
Frame bMc suba carbon
Fork norco carbon

Transmission
Chainset shimano dura ace 7900 53/39T 
Bottom Bracket shimano dura ace
Cassette shimano dura ace 11-25T
Chain shimano dura ace di2
derailleurs shimano dura ace di2
shifters shimano sw-r671 di2

WheeLs
Front Zipp 808 Firecrest carbon tub
rear Zipp 808 Firecrest carbon tub 
Tyres contintental Gp comp tubulars 700x22c 
Wheel weight 1,020g front / 1,330g back

oTher ComPonenTs
stem bMc p2p Tri angle concept 
Bars profile prosvet / T2+ cobra carbon
headset bMc integrated
saddle Fizik arione Tri2 carbon braided
seatpost bMc p2p 21_21 offset carbon
Brakes bMc integrated V brake

Wilier 
TWin BLade
£3,699 (frameset)
wilierbikes.com

Frame and Forks
size tested Xl
sizes available s, M, l, Xl, 
Weight as tested 7.71kg
Frame weight 1,325g
Fork weight 680g
Frame wilier Twin Foil 60 Ton carbon
Fork wilier Twin Foil

Transmission
Chainset shimano dura ace 7900 53/39T
Bottom Bracket shimano dura ace 
Cassette shimano dura ace 11-25T
Chain shimano dura ace 7900
derailleurs shimano dura ace 7900
shifters shimano dura ace TT

WheeLs
Front Zipp 808 carbon tub
rear Zipp 808 carbon tub
Tyres Vittoria open corsa evo tubulars 700x22c
Wheel weight 980g front / 1,250g back

oTher ComPonenTs
stem integrated Twin blade direct mount 
Bars wilier Vision carbon base bar and 
extensions
headset willier integrated
saddle selle san Marco
seatpost wilier aero TT
Brakes Trp Ti V brakes

isaac 
mUon
£4,880
evanscycles.com

Frame and Forks
size tested 56
sizes available 52,54,56,58
Weight as tested 8.12kg
Frame weight 1,520g
Fork weight 465g
Frame isaac hM nano aero carbon
Fork isaac Full carbon

Transmission
Chainset shimano dura ace 9000 53/39T
Bottom Bracket shimano dura ace 9000
Cassette shimano dura ace 9000 11-25T
Chain shimano dura ace 9000
derailleurs shimano dura ace 9000
shifters shimano dura ace TT

WheeLs
Front dT swiss rrc46 di-cut
rear dT swiss rrc46 di-cut
Tyres continental Gp 4000s 700x23c
Wheel weight 990g front / 1,310g back 

oTher ComPonenTs
stem isaac
Bars Fsa Vision
headset real design
saddle selle italia slr Tri 
seatpost isaac
Brakes T shimano dura ace 9000 front, Trp/
isaac u brake rear, Trp levers

All our test bikes are prepared and checked by George Ramelkamp, a Cytech-qualified cycle technician. George’s 
childhood was spent as a feral cyclist on the streets of Brussels, Saigon and Santa Monica. He’s built, tuned, sold 
and repaired everything and anything pedal-powered ever made, and for the record, he rides a made-to-measure 
Mercian Vincitore with steep angles and a Mavic/Campy/Galli mix on Vittoria Corsa Pavés sew-ups.

QUALITY TESTED

The CerVÉlO P5 certainly put the test team in a real 
quandary. It’s phenomenal in terms of sheer short-course 
speed, but the frame is heavy and left us feeling broken even 
on short rides. Component versatility of the standard version is 
also offset by fork fl ex, meaning that – in our view – the P5 Tri 
worth the extra investment over the Three we tested. 

Isaac’s Muon is a muscular yet very easy-handling machine 
that powerful riders of all abilities will enjoy, but it didn’t quite 
deliver the ultimate speed feel of the fastest bikes here. 

That certainly isn’t the case with the blisteringly quick BMC 
TM01 with its cutting-edge aerodynamics, custom cockpit 
and excellent components making it a true time machine. 
Extremely restricted steering lock and some awkward set-up 
issues mean it’s not a straightforward speedster though.

That leaves us with the unanimous favourite, Wilier’s 
distinctive Twin Blade. The fast yet refi ned ride left us fresh 
and ready to run even after our longest sessions.
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The fast and smooth Wilier is the best 
overall bike package on test 
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